### Introduction

- **Induction:** Inferring a plausible general rule from particular premises.
- **Deduction:** Identifying a guaranteed truth from general observations.
- **Prefrontal cortex (PFC):** key neural correlate of inductive reasoning
  - specifically, the dorsolateral PFC (DLPFPC)
  - more specifically, the left-hemispheric DLPFC (Goel & Dolan, 2000; Goel et al., 1997; Jia et al., 2011; etc.)

Claim to test: Left DLPFC functions as source of and integrator of background information during inductive inferences (i.e. working memory, memory retrieval, etc.) (Goel & Dolan, 2004; Rotella & Heit, 2009; Badre et al., 2007).

- **Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS):** Noninvasive method of disrupting the electrical activity of certain neurons by generating a magnetic field near the brain.
- TMS has been used to interrupt the activity of specific groups of neurons: experimental method of identifying neural contributions to some cognitive process (D’Ardenne et al., 2012)

### Main Study Methods

- **500 subjects**
  - Given 30 samples of both “Heavy” and “Light” induction task items (15 of each).
  - Measure: number of correct answers within each kind of induction task.
  - Remove items from either condition that earn no better than chance (60%) correct rate throughout trials.
  - Retain items from both conditions that sustain comparable success rate throughout trials.

- **1,000 subjects**
  - Given 10 inductive inference questions Based on two premises (P), asked to determine plausibility of inference statement (I) – Yes/No
  - Subjects will be divided among two conditions

#### Conditions

- **Heavy Memory Load, e.g.:**
  - P1: The British Monarchy had a well-developed naval force.
  - P2: The Spanish Monarchy had a well-developed naval force.
  - I: Pre-18th century Naval forces depend on monarchical strength to develop well.

- **Light Memory Load, e.g.:**
  - P1: Squares in this bag are blue.
  - P2: Diamonds in this bag are blue.
  - I: Other shapes in this bag are also blue.

- **Localized TMS will be applied to left DLPFC during the tasks, to interrupt normal activity.**

- **Results will be measured as % correct over total trials and number of correct answers within each inductive inference task.**

### Limitations

1. Difficulty in designing “Light” items that limit any kind of background information content.
2. Difficulty in designing “Heavy” items not too difficult to successfully answer.
3. Memory load activated by given items might be slightly different for each individual.
4. Question design: Yes/No includes a 50% chance error, limiting items that can be considered valid.
5. PFC development lasts into mid-20s, removing children & teens from sample.

### Significance

1. Basic research always contains the pearl of unforeseen potential future practical applications.
2. Knowledge for knowledge’s sake.
3. Differentiating between cognitive processes like memory retrieval, memory integration, and conscious cognitive operations pays dividends in fields as diverse and crucial to societal function as education, mental health counseling, and brain injury rehabilitation.

### Predictions

- If left DLPFC functions mainly as a memory bank/integrator during inductive reasoning, then disturbing its activity should preferentially impair performance on high memory load inductive tasks compared to low memory load inductive tasks.
- If left DLPFC serves some function in the process of induction itself (e.g. in generation or application of the abstract rule), then disturbing its activity should impair performance equally across both high and low memory load inductive tasks.

### Validity Check Methods

- **500 subjects**
  - Given 30 samples of both “Heavy” and “Light” induction task items (15 of each).

### Projected Data Format

- **Heavy vs. Light Success w/o TMS**
  - Both “Heavy” and “Light” items retained from validity check should exhibit similar success rates (well above 60% mark)

- **Heavy vs. Light Success w/ TMS**
  - “Heavy” results should (or should not) be uniquely reduced by TMS
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